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It's not that I don't want to be who I am; it's simply that the prospect of being who I am forever

scares me. For a brief moment, I'd like to experience what it's like to look in the mirror and see

someone else. I know. I'm destroying everyone and everything I've ever cared about.

Everything is visible to me. I wish you could see what I see…
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IntelligenceAntisepticsBreathePerfectIntroduction:One gallon of Maple Syrup requires forty

gallons of sap. Ponder how much time is spent simmering the sap down. We can condense our

perceptions if we preserve – if we put in the initiative and commitment. And perseverance

builds to true delicacy – surviving and functioning in a delightful place and discovering

sweetness in challenging existence.BELLY OF THE BEASTI used to be completely

comfortable, carefree and wallowing about in my own personalprimeval pit, but I was

repeatedly devastated by Salima’s merciless cervix.I used to be a mere tight-lipped prayer.My

mother wrapped God’s name around her tongue so tightly.I had hoped not to be turned to

barbed wire, shredding the flesh from those who try tofind the meaning of my existence in their

mouths by pressurizing a smile.Pressurizing a laugh.Or pressurizing love.Just with the thought

alone, my skin blisters in my mother’s belly as if it doesn’t trust me anymore.Nevertheless, I

was born alike to a daffodil unwilling to blossom and uncurl.Unwilling to be unapologetically

loud and happy.Unwilling to breathe.I was born 10 days after my father…He could hold me in

the palm of his hands.His hands were once big enough to catch and save me.I used to be a

mere tight-lipped prayer.I lay in my mothers’ arms, folded into a silent scripture… almost gifted

back to God.HUSH LITTLE BABY…DON’T YOU CRYVerbally, I’ve come a long way.During my

adolescence, I couldn’t hold my lips together long enoughto utter my name properly.It was as

though my name had no significance.I’d say a name that sounded a bit peculiar instead of

“Natalie.”Natalie.A simple name.It’s the type of name where when you first hear it,you can’t

easily determine what my race is.It’s a name that is beautifully simple.But as beautifully simple

as it was, still at four years old I couldn’t manage to say it.I easily called on my parents, my

teachers, fruits, and even colors. But not my name.I’ve always been too dependable.My father

told me I was retarded. And my mother just said I was, “A little slow”.But after years and years

of training myself to speak my name in existence, I learned.Eventually.This isn’t a tearjerker

poem. This is just a poem about a four-year-old girl whocouldn’t verbalize the importance of

knowing who she was.But hi… my name is Natalie Nevaeh Hooks. Is it nice to meet me?

NAOMI’S RUNWAYMy little sister really talks to me sometimes.She doesn’t just hold a

conversation, she reciprocates.She has a funny way of articulating her words,as if she’s

attempting to ensure that I understand her.I assure you; I understand.I understand you.With

her tiny hands and her little body, she tries to comfort me in the bestway she can.She

scavenges her brilliance and brightness and stuffs it into the deepest recesses of my

being.She makes sure I eat when I force myself to forget.She feeds me love, laughter, and

promise.Even with quivering hands and unsteady knees, she manages to hoist me.She applies

patches to my battle woundsas if she were my own personal band-aid, reminding my skin of its

tenacity.“I love you.”
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Courageously written. This is by far is one of best literary works I have
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The book by Natalie N. Hooks has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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